A Connected NWI

NWI’s 2040 Plan’s vision statements remain the foundation for the NWI 2050 Plan. These vision
statements and goals were reviewed early in the NWI 2050 Plan development by residents,
NIRPC Commissioners, and NIRPC’s topical committees. All were asked “what is most important
to you” regarding plan focus areas and vision statements.
Vision statements and goals were revised based on the input given. Public feedback resulted
in four refined vision statements, two former 2040 plan focus areas combined into one, and
the development of 16 critical paths aimed at achieving the vision statements. Conventional
goal statements were replaced by these critical paths. Each plan focus area links to a vision
statement that creates a critical path.
A long-range transportation plan has a strong vision that guides development, transportation
programming, and the overall direction of the region for the next thirty years. A shared
vision sets priorities throughout the planning process and informs decision makers about
community and regional values, translating those values into actions.

NWI’s people have accessible, safe, and equal
opportunities for working, playing, living and learning.

The vision statement of A connected NWI primarily speaks to the region’s
transportation network. Most importantly it serves as the bridge of a
connected transportation network to other components of the plan.

How “A Connected NWI” Evolved:
In the 2040 Plan, this vision statement was summed up in the term “Accessible.”
Based on public feedback, the word “Connected” better addressed linking the
plan’s focus areas. Only 18% of respondents weighted “Accessible” as the vision
word most important to them. “Connected” serves as a fundamental component
of the vision and provides the foundation for an accessible and safe region as
it relates to being linked to opportunities residents may seek from employment,
recreation, quality of life, and higher-learning. The transportation system operates
as a key organizational feature of the region, and represents the shared public
realm facilitating social and economic activity of our daily lives.

Why is “A Connected NWI” Important?
A Connected NWI brings benefits to people and provides access to opportunities.
It supports a robust transportation network and its interaction with land uses and the
environment. This vision is all about better transit, finishing the multi-use trail network,
implementation of “complete streets” that accommodate a variety of transportation
modes, and the removal of barriers in our transportation system.

Existing Conditions

Economy and Place
NWI represents an interconnected region stretching across county and municipal
boundaries. While the region comprises 41 distinct cities and towns, the lives of everyday
residents depend on the interconnectivity of the transportation network. The region generates
approximately 60,000 residents from NWI commuting into Illinois every day for work. Within the
region residents depend on connectivity. Every day, 24,625 residents commute between Lake
and Porter Counties and 6,856 individuals commute between Porter and LaPorte Counties.
Commuting data only accounts for two daily trips of working population. The total number of trips
an average NWI resident makes is far more significant, with frequent travel between municipalities
and counties.
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Let’s go to work! You go this way;
I’ll go that way.

NWI Daily Commuting Patterns
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Access to healthcare facilities remains an essential aspect of the region’s
connectivity. Connections between low-income communities and health care
facilities constitute a key element behind the vitality of the region. Currently,
37.5% of NWI hospitals are within fixed route transit service areas with
complementary paratransit. These fixed route services provide users with the
most freedom and flexibility. Additionally, 52.6% of the region’s low-cost clinics
are located within fixed-route service areas. The percentage of hospitals and
medical facilities outside of fixed-route service areas rely on demand response
transit operators, who operate with fewer resources and limited availability for
frequent trips. Some facilities have no transit access at all.

Medical Care Access by Transit
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Can you get to a hospital or lowcost clinic on a fixed route bus or
paratransit in NWI?
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Major Employment Centers in NWI
Where does everyone work?
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Other human service-related centers are equally as important to a community as access to
healthcare. As the region’s population gets older, fewer individuals will have access to a vehicle.
This results in individuals needing access to human service centers that offer assistance.
These include disability-resource centers, senior centers, and veteran facilities, with only 25%
of these facilities located along fixed route transit routes today.
Retail centers can be an important part of securing services and goods for a household,
and also function as employment destinations. Major retail centers in NWI are usually not
common in low-income areas, requiring individuals to travel greater distances to access
opportunities. Currently, 47% of major retail centers are accessible along fixed route
transit. When important resources like health care facilities or employment centers are
built outside of the urban environment, it puts additional pressure on the transportation
system, and negatively affects users who rely on transit for their daily trips.

Resources and Retail Access by Transit

Can you get to retail or
get resources on a fixed
route bus or paratransit
in NWI?

Environment
NWI residents frequently travel from one corner of the region to another
for outdoor recreation, dining, shopping, or other activities. In 2016, NIRPC
surveyed 760 people as part of the Marquette Action Plan to understand
where individuals and families utilize the lakeshore. That outreach process
revealed NWI residents frequent beaches and shore amenities outside of
their own counties. For example, when survey participants were asked which
NWI lakeshore locations they visited in 2016, lakeshore locations outside of
the participants home county were frequently listed. In the Indiana Dunes State
Park, 59% of those surveyed traveled from outside of Porter County, 39% of Miller
Beach visitors were out of county, and 41% of beachgoers at the Portage Lakefront
were from Lake or LaPorte Counties.

200 years of constant development has scattered the environmental connections
that once existed in NWI. Habitats that stretched throughout the entire region became
divided by roads, highways, rail, and cities. Human-related land cover accounts for
nearly 73% of the regional landscape today. The pattern of development over time
means that natural land areas are not contiguous, but rather consist of patches of
complex ecosystems scattered throughout the region. While the interspersed nature
of the natural environment means that NWI residents can live, work, and travel within
pockets of natural environment, it also leads to habitat fragmentation. A fragmented habitat
has an increased threat risk for invasive species.
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Are we using the land to its highest and best use?
Don’t pave paradise; reuse that parking lot!
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Land Cover in NWI

Efforts are underway to connect pockets of natural areas through a system of
trails surrounded by restored natural land. These “greenways” allow for greater
transportation access for humans and allow wildlife to utilize routes for travel and to
better access food, water, mates and nesting spaces. Animal species require different
habitats at various points in their lifecycle. For example, many amphibians require wet
areas for breeding, but eventually move upland into dryer forests or grasslands as
adults. Additionally, populations that share genetic material have increased resilience
to disease and changing conditions in the environment. Since species have different
mobility habits, including habitat and shelter needs, corridors need to be carefully planned
to maximize their benefits to wildlife.

Trees and their habitats represent vital parts of the NWI greenway network. Approximately
20% of NWI is covered by tree canopy, though uneven across the region. Urban forest canopy
for the region range from a low of 6% to over 25%. These reports indicate substantial room
for additional tree cover in the region, particularly within commercial and residential areas.
The recent loss of ash trees due to the invasive emerald ash borer insect has demonstrated
the perils of allowing a single tree species to dominate regional forests. Tree species diversity
must be improved to prevent such events associated with pests or disease. Communities have
several tools available to improve the health of their trees. Eight communities within NWI have
been designated a “Tree City USA” community. These communities are required to designate local
leadership responsible for tree care, adopt a tree care ordinance, maintain an forestry program
annual budget of at least $2 per capita, and hold an annual Arbor Day ceremony.
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Road Ownership in the Region
Example
road

Classification
of Road

% of Total Lane Who owns
Who funds
Who designs
& maintains it? improvements? improvements?
Miles in NWI

Interstates

1.5%

INDOT

FHWA and
INDOT

INDOT

Principal arterials
other freeways

<0.001%

INDOT

FHWA and
INDOT

INDOT

Principal arterials
other

2.6%
7.8%
11.6%
14.7%
61.5%

INDOT

FHWA and
INDOT

INDOT

County or
local

FHWA thru MPO
and
county or locals

County or
local

County or
local

FHWA thru MPO
and
county or locals

County or
local

County or
local

FHWA thru MPO
and
county or locals

County or
local

County or
local

County or
locals

County or
local

Willowcreek Rd. or
Mississippi St.,

Minor arterials

35th St., 700 N. St.,
or Lake St.

Major collector

White Oak Ave.,
19th Ave., or
Jackson St.

Minor collector

Everything
else

Isn’t a road just a road? Nope. Roads are owned by
different entities and eligible for differnt funding.
Local governmentas are responsbile for the
majority of NWI’s roads.

Local

Despite a multi-modal transportation network, NWI largely requires reliance
on personal vehicles, due in part to land development patterns and a lack
of connections between transit systems. If a resident works in Lake County
but lives in Porter County, there are very few transportation options available
to get to work besides driving. Most of the available transit in NWI comes
with limitations that may not be conducive for the average resident’s travel
needs. While the transit system in NWI covers a large geographic area, there
are several limitations imposing impacts on those who rely on transit as their
only source of transportation, including those who would choose to use transit as
another option than their vehicle.

What role does the MPO play? The MPO evaluates project applications for potential funding according
to the project’s impact on the region’s vision. The goal is to leverage all federal funding available to
NWI for transportation improvements every year.

Mobility
NWI’s transportation network employs many modes that accommodate travel
needs. Currently, the region is home to 5,800 linear miles of roadways equaling
over 13,000 total lane miles, 168 miles of off-road trails, approximately 70
miles of commuter rail, ten independent transit operators, and an untallied
number of miles of sidewalks. Even with these modal options available to
residents, an overwhelming number (approximately 85%) rely on personal
vehicles to commute to work. Depending on the county, the remaining 15%
of trips are split between carpooling, transit, walking, bicycling, working
from home, or some other mode.
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Functional Classification of Roads
What type of road do you
use most often?
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Existing Transit in NWI

Looks can be deceiving. While many in NWI have potential access to some form of
transit, land development patterns oftern make transit inefficient to provide, thus limiting
opportunities to provide good transit, and for more of NWI to make a choice to take transit.
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NWI Transit Needs

Who lives nearby transit service?
(from 2018 Coordinated Transit Plan)

Demand response services cover a majority of the region; however,
these services do not provide the same level of freedom and flexibility
as a fixed route systems with complementary paratransit. Additionally,
individuals who rely on demand response are limited in their travel
by the limitations of the network’s service area and operational hours.
Some operators provide service during peak hours accommodating work
schedules, but few offer services on weekends or in the evenings to aid
second-shift workers. In most cases, a user needs to call and request a ride
72 hours in advance of needing to travel.

NWI Transit Needs
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What time of day do people want transit?
Is the span of service available?

(preference survey from 2018 Coordinated Transit Plan)

Additionally, the ability to use transit to travel across county or municipal boundaries is
limited. These problems are increasingly aggravated when new land development continues
to be built outside of the urban core and into unincorporated areas or on the fringes of
our main centers. Such development patterns increase the cost of running and managing
transit to new housing, hospitals, retail destinations, and amenities due to low density of
development and routing inefficiencies.

In addition, a sprawling development pattern negatively affects industries
reliant on freight. The 2018 INDOT Freight Plan flagged NWI as having a
”major concentration” of jobs in advanced materials, including plastic, steel,
and lightweight metals. This concentration includes the biomedical sector
involved with medical devices and pharmaceuticals, fabricated metals used
primarily in construction, and food production. The common thread in all of
these industries is a reliance on over-the road freight trucking. The INDOT
Freight Plan also estimated that freight volumes on major NWI roads climb from
13,000 to 44,000 trucks a day. Increased reliance on automobiles means more
congestion and more delays for the industries that support the regional economy.

Developing further into unincorporated areas can be problematic for NWI in other ways.
Growth without adequate infrastructure in place can strain the overall transportation
Between 1992 and 2011, sharp increases in suburban growth have placed additional
network. A less-dense development pattern means a greater need for individuals to
strains on the regional transportation network from the repurposing of agricultural
use personal vehicles, since walking or bicycling beyond two miles is not realistic,
spaces and conversion to residential or commercial use. While this growth was
especially if they are traveling with elderly parents or their children. Examining
occurring, underutilized spaces remained ripe for redevelopment within the urban
regional travel demand growth versus population growth highlights the correlation of
core. More than 20% of NWI’s population now resides in unincorporated areas, largely
lower density patterns with increased traffic. From 1992 to 2017, population grew
on converted farmland. In Porter and LaPorte counties, the rate has nearly doubled. As
0.27% per year, while vehicle-miles traveled grew 2.2% per year. However, nearly
people move from concentrated urban centers to suburban and rural areas, residential
40% of trips are less than two miles according to the National Household Travel
densities have decreased and more land per household is consumed. This development
Survey. However, without Complete Streets and development patterns that
pattern will continue to put stress on the transportation network and will ensure the
provide residential areas with nearby services, schools, and other destinations,
inefficiency transit, trail, and other modal connections. Building infrastructure without
trips in NWI will likely continue to be lengthy in distance. The result of a caraddressing inefficient land use patterns results in expensive transportation investments
reliant system increases congestion, traffic delays, and air pollution.
that could have been avoided.
Current measures of congestion, known as Level of Service, rate roads from
‘A’ to ‘F,’ like grades in school. While this measure is reported in a way that
individuals can easily relate to, the measure too quickly allows someone to
arrive at the conclusion that a roadway rated as ‘F’ needs to be widened,
and immediately. However, the reality is that assigning a poor “grade” to
a road does not reveal the entire story, especially since traffic engineers
consider a ‘D’ a “passing grade” in urban areas. There are solutions
available to potentially save NWI scarce resources, like implementing
access management techniques, or adopting more careful land uses
before a roadway becomes congested. However, several corridors in
the region do need attention due to bottlenecks, railroad crossings,
and lack of roadway connectivity.
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Delays on Roadways in NWI
Is there a balance between land development
and available roadway capacity?
Some corridors say no.
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Land Use Growth Since 1992
Moving south and out from
existing main centers.
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NWI has made its way to becoming a connected region by expanding its 13 miles of off-road trails
in 1900 to well over 160 miles in 2019. As the regional economy moved away from manufacturing,
fewer rail corridors were needed. Regional leaders were able to leverage the abandoned rail
corridors with federal funding to create an expansive trail network. However, gaps in the regional
bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure network are still commonplace, especially in the region’s
main centers.
These gaps are known as the “first-mile and last mile” problem. It is a term that summarizes
a chronic issue where to start or end a trip by bicycle, foot, or bus. On a route, the trip is
complicated because critical infrastructure at the beginning or end of the trip is missing. The
missing infrastructure could be sidewalks connecting to and from a bus stop, a protected
bicycle lane on a street to or from a multi-use trail, or a bus from the South Shore Line
to a neighborhood beyond walking distance from a station. This is a critically important
issue for NWI’s transportation network because it too often makes the travel choices of
bicycling, walking, or taking transit unsafe. This is especially problematic for individuals
with disabilities in the region that must have accessible infrastructure to provide mobility
options.
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Creating an active transportation culture in NWI will not be possible
without officials and leaders committing to implementing first-mile and
last-mile connections with sidewalks, protected bike lanes and signage.
Taken together these represent a network approach, with trails continuing
to be an important NWI connector. As connections between trails and
communities become more commonplace, it is important to have regional
wayfinding signage and trail standards to orient along these trails. Since
regional trails are often managed by local municipalities, users can easily
lose their way with varying signage standards when crossing into the next
community. To aid with this issue, NIRPC created a Unified Trail Wayfinding
Guide to link region communities together with a mutual signage design.

Regional Trail Network

168 miles completed, 44 miles funded, and
113 miles to go. NWI’s active transporation
users have a bright future!

Land Use Growth Since 1992
168 miles completed, 44 miles funded, and
113 miles to go. NWI’s active transporation
users have a bright future!
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People and Leaders
NWI is reliant on roadway networks for both inter-regional and intra-regional travel. Three
of the seven major east-west interstate highways converge on NWI ,resulting in significant
concentrations of national traffic on the regional highway system. Current and proposed
transformative investments may significantly change NWI’s reliance on automobiles. In February
2018, Gary Public Transportation Corporation launched an 11-mile express bus route branded
as the Broadway Metro Express, or “BMX.” The BMX offers a 20-minute service, connecting
downtown Gary employment and recreation centers in Merrillville and Crown Point. This route
serves as a model for service standards within the region.
Individuals with disabilities that are unable to drive have limited transportation choices.
The connections between their homes to available transit, trails, or their jobs represent
an essential part of their quality of life. NWI lacks true connections when individuals
with disabilities are left behind. Efforts to fill the first-mile and last-mile connections are
ongoing with Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) transition planning. ADA transition
plans are an inventory of known deficiencies with roadway and sidewalk infrastructure
that prevent full access to individuals with disabilities. However, a concerted effort
to advance the ADA transition plans is necessary to be truly connected. Ride-share
programs such as Lyft and Uber may fill the gap for unmet transit needs for some, but
not all, since accessible ride-share programs that meet the needs of individuals with
disabilities are still lacking in NWI. Regardless, the distance between municipalities
and counties makes ride-sharing an expensive alternative.

The Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation District (NICTD) continues to make progress
on two significant investments, Double Track and the West Lake Corridor. Both are expected
to dramatically improve intra-region access and links to Chicago. The Double Track project will
add a 25-mile second track between Gary and Michigan City. The extra track will significantly
diminish delays on the South Shore Line and will open up opportunities for additional express
services to Chicago. The West Lake Corridor is a nine-mile extension, branching south off the
South Shore Line from Hammond to Dyer. While these major investments are transformative in
their own right, their beneficial impacts will hinge on the cooperation and coordination of regional
and local partners. Transit-oriented development (TOD) increases density around stations, and in
turn provides an increased municipal tax base and a supply of riders.
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Future Scenarios and a Connected NWI

What might a connected NWI be in 2050? Presented below are a further description of the three
plausible futures described previously.
A Connected NWI in the Scenario New Chances In a New Frontier
NWI’s transportation network has advanced extensively in the New Chances for a New
Frontier scenario as compared to today. In this scenario, leaders have positioned the region
for an efficient transition towards the technological advancements that will drive NWI’s
economy and everyday life. Autonomous and connected vehicles are commonplace,
and utilize technology embedded within the regional infrastructure to safely transport
residents. As a result, human error disappears from nearly all transportation systems,
and the number of crashes decreases significantly. Vehicles move in a steady stream.
Each vehicle communicates with sensors in the road network and similar sensors in
other vehicles, and even with bicyclists and pedestrians. Traffic organizes and travels at
optimum efficiency, dramatically decreasing congestion throughout the region.

The private sector has also leveraged the New Chances in a New Frontier
opportunities. Driverless technology, coupled with the proliferation of
electrified vehicles and high-efficiency batteries, has transformed the longhaul trucking industry. Even with the advancements made in mitigating
congestion, computer systems use real-time data to find the most efficient
routes for autonomous trucks. Without human limitations, such as sleep or the
need for rest stops, trucks travel during non-peak times (late evening and early
morning hours), diminishing congestion even further.

Regional transit systems and shared mobility platforms, like transportation network
companies, leverage the available technology to provide low-cost and efficient
travel throughout the region. Car sharing programs are commonplace. Users
simply schedule their rides as needed, with driverless vehicles taking them to
A Connected NWI in the Scenario Sharp and in Focus
their destinations. Individuals with disabilities have more freedom than ever
While some advancements have improved the transportation network, advancements in
before, as technological improvements provide them with a myriad of choices
technology
are gradual in the Sharp and in Focus scenario. While technology may not be
that are accessible and affordable. Transit systems seamlessly integrate with
on the leading edge as speculated today, this scenario has provided moderate, controlled
this technology. The challenges of first-mile and last-mile connections are easily
growth with a transportation network well-suited for regional needs.
navigated when a fleet of driverless shared-ride taxis wait at regional transit
hubs for passengers. A vehicle’s computer has already sorted which users live
Connections within the system define the transportation network. Linking to Chicago remains
near each other and has optimized the most efficient route of travel. Users are
important,
as NWI still interconnects strongly with this vast economic engine. Connections
updated with instructions on how to find their designated taxi, depart the South
in and throughout urban centers are complete and multi-modal, creating safe access for
Shore Line, and are taken home. Driverless technology becomes prevalent
pedestrians, bicyclists, and individuals with disabilities. Transit hubs link urban centers together
throughout the transit network on buses, shared-ride vehicles, and trains,
with
efficient service between cities. First-mile and last-mile sidewalk and trail connections
and has dramatically decreased the cost for ongoing operations, allowing
weave outward, lacing throughout neighborhoods and shopping districts.
more funding for service expansions.
Outside the urban core, the NWI landscape transitions smoothly to suburban areas and to rural
communities, with their own unique transportation needs being met according to their development
patterns. In the suburban communities, regional connections are made possible through park-andride facilities for transit and a robust off-road trail network connecting communities. Farmland and
NWI’s agricultural heritage are preserved, and regional farmers can readily take their goods to market
through the use of county, state, and interstate highways.
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A Connected NWI in the Scenario Stay in Your Lane
In the Stay in Your Lane scenario, the future of NWI remains similar to the region of today. Major
advancements in technology do not manifest as suggested by technologists, with no “silver bullet”
to curb the negative effects of road congestion. Regional leaders and residents still have to work
hard to ensure major thoroughfares are not bogged down with excessive traffic as the region’s
economy remains dependent on Chicago and local heavy industries. In this scenario, those
connections remain as important as ever.
The internal transportation network still faces the same problems as today. Gaps in pedestrian
and bicycle infrastructure limit the first-mile and last mile connections to transit networks,
particularly to regional destinations such as outdoor recreation and the lakeshore. The
transportation network continues to feel the strain of uncontrolled growth, as regional
corridors are dotted with new housing developments outside the urban core in a pattern
that requires unconnected, non-autonomous, internal combustion engine automobiles for
everyday travel. Transit networks remain disparate and unlinked, becoming stagnate as
the region turns less dense, making transit systems more inefficient. As Baby Boomers
continue to age and in-migration slows, the housing vacancy rate grows. Housing
prices decline, and density continues to disperse, increasing the strain on the region.
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Critical Paths to a Connected NWI

What are the paths to a
Connected NWI?
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